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Ràbia

BY PIUS PUJADES.Writer

F

a ràbia say the Catadom to express oneself in
lans when somethe language of one’s
thing gets under
choosing, which is only
their skin. It is one of my
right and proper in a free
favourite expressions in
society. The problem is…fa
NEIL STOKES
the Catalan language and I
una ràbia!
nstokes@cataloniatoday.cat
use it with great gusto
A good example can be
whenever I get the chance.
found in this issue of CataIn fact, where language is concerned, one lonia Today. On page 26 we have an interof the things that em fa més ràbia is when view with the Barcelona novelist, Carlos
some people are surprised or even resent- Ruiz Zafón. Although there are thouful of the fact that I choose to express my- sands of Catalans who love his work, for
self in Catalan over Spanish.
others the fact he chooses to write in
However, by the same token, what also Spanish rather than Catalan fa ràbia. But
hacks me off is when some people patro- hang on a moment. Zafón is a private innise me by congratulating me on my pref- dividual and as long as he does not break
erence for Catalan, as if I was purpose- the law (and as far as I know choosing
fully making a political statement. It is Spanish over Catalan is not illegal) he
not a preference as such, it is – as it should should be able to do what the hell he
be – merely a compromise in those situ- wants without incurring the wrath of
ations when I cannot use English. Al- small-minded bigots who would be overthough I speak it well, Catalan is just an- joyed to impose their vision of how Cataother foreign language, like Spanish or lan culture should work. I have never
Italian – which incidentally I would love read a Zafón novel and for all I know his
to speak as well as I do Catalan – and books may be utter rubbish, but I suspect
while I can appreciate and enjoy these his success has probably done as much to
foreign tongues, my real preference in promote Barcelona and Catalonia abmost situations would be to use English. road as events such as the Frankfurt Book
But even then, my preference for English Fair, to which Zafón was only belatedly
is no political statement, no attempt to invited when the temptation to cash in on
assert the superiority of Anglo-Saxon his international profile overcame the
culture; it is merely the language in which 'lofty' principles of the authorities.
I express myself best, the most efficient
Catalan culture is not, or at least
communication tool I have in my reper- shouldn’t be, a pawn in a political game of
toire, closely followed by Catalan.
chess. Catalan is the supreme means of
The ràbia felt by Catalan speakers is en- communication for millions of people,
tirely understandable when we re- the language they use to shop, celebrate,
member that their language is often teach, insult, console and declare their
turned into a political target. I for one love. I would urge anyone, whether resihave great sympathy for a people who dent in Catalonia or not, to make the efoften feel they have to make excuses for fort to learn Catalan. From my own exusing their own language in their own perience, I know it will only enrich their
country. Yet, this is a phenomenon that lives. But to those who set the language up
cuts both ways and people have a perfect as a sacred cow and an excuse to make
right – quite literally – not to use Catalan judgements about people they have no
if they don’t want to, even if they are in right to condemn, I urge them to grow
Catalonia. This is the end of the argu- up. Because you know what, that sort of
ment, because the law enshrines the free- thing em fa ràbia.

Transition in name only

T

he exhibition organised by the
Col·legi de Periodistes in the
Museu de Joguet in Figueres focuses our attention once more
on the criminal nature of the dictatorship. The execution of the anarchist Salvador Puig Antich on March 2, 1974, despite the show trial that went before it, was
nothing more than an act of vengeance
from a regime that knew that each day it
was growing weaker and less popular. A
gesture was needed to reactivate fear
among those capable of showing resistance and to remind the public in general
that the dictatorship was alive and well.
It is not necessary now to go over the
details of the case, which are known well
enough, especially after the success of the
recent film, Salvador. What is true, however, is that life under the suffocating harshness of the dictatorship makes it more
likely for us to understand the actions of
those who resisted. Even a cursory glance
at history shows we always feel closer to
the Davids who face up to the Goliaths.
We find it hard to accept the imposition
of the strongest, the supremacy of injustice, the humiliation of the disinherited.
However, force still rules and marks
out the path we are to follow and the
norms that dictate our conduct. Force
shrugs off the democratic control that is
supposed to protect all citizens. Things
have changed – we changed them – and
the power of the inheritors of the dictatorship has to dress itself up in many different ways to keep its influence. Those
who walked all over us for 40 years – or
their descendants – know very well how
to maintain their control over certain
centres of power, certain political structures and certain institutions that have
proved easy to control. What the Transition was, above all, was a case of everything changing so that everything could
stay the same.
It is true that we live in a democracy but

A call for a statute on autonomy in 1977

the heart of the dictatorship persists, in
different garb, and so many years of repression still weigh heavily upon us. They
know the system. They say, for example,
that the Lehendakari Ibarretxe is trying to
achieve through words what Eta is trying
to achieve use of arms. It is the same with
the new statute on autonomy approved
by an overwhelming majority in the Parlament de Catalunya on September 30,
2005 and declared constitutional by the
experts. Although the text of the document did not fully express the extent of
our political will, it was our proposal for
the peaceful coexistence with the rest of
Spain. But no, they needed to water it
down before it could be put before the
people of Catalonia for approval. Even
after that there was an attempt to disqualify it by citing the poor turnout in the referendum, without asking how many
would have voted for the original text that
was passed by parliament. And still that
was not enough; now the Tribunal Constitucional will decide on the final version. Those in charge give their orders
and the rest of us, and good democrats
that we are, we obey. The Franco dictatorship, it seems, did its work very, very well.
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The Dallas Morning News - November 23, 1963

H

is election, though by a narrow margin, was like a
breath of fresh air to the
political system of the US.
He was young, handsome and different.
His speeches irradiated strength and
conviction. Remember his famous
words in his inaugural speech on January 20, 1961? "And so, my fellow Americans: ask not what your country can do
for you—ask what you can do for your
country." And his warning: "Let every
nation know, whether it wishes us well
or ill, that we shall pay any price, bear
any burden, meet any hardship, support
any friend, oppose any foe, in order to
assure the survival and the success of lib-

erty." Every sentence conveyed the
energy and hope of the "new generation
of Americans" he represented.
But when the rifle of an assassin
struck at the open motorcade that sunny
day in the streets of Dallas in one of the
most infamous assassinations in history, there was an early end to a presidency that like many others was already
full of crises, mistakes and inactions.
Television was not as developed and
ubiquitous as it is now, but viewers
around the world looked on in shock at
the result of those tragic days: dramatic
images of a violence that seems to be the
hallmark of a nation and that could even
reach its most important person.

This is how the Dallas Morning News
reported the event: "A sniper shot and
killed President John F. Kennedy on the
streets of Dallas Friday. A 24-year-old
pro-Communist who once tried to defect to Russia was charged with the
murder shortly before midnight. Kennedy was shot about 12:20 pm Friday at
the foot of Elm Street as the Presidential
car entered the approach to the Triple
Underpass. The President died in a sixth
floor theatre at Parkland Hospital about
1 p.m., though doctors said there was no
chance for him to live when he reached
the hospital. Within two hours, Vicepresident Lyndon Johnson was sworn in
as the nation’s 36th president."

